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Multiple-input DC/DC Converter Topology for Energy Management System 
By Hassan AboReada 
 
Multiple-input power converters are receiving significant research attention 
as they offer several advantages over conventional converters, specifically their 
ability to interface multiple energy sources of various kinds. Additionally, they have 
promising features such as less components, higher power density and centralized 
control.  
A novel multiple-input single-output DC-DC converter topology is proposed 
for effective energy management. The topology is designed depending on the 
conventional structure of boost and buck converters and benefits greatly from this 
combination. Effective energy management strategy is used and a simple control 
system is introduced by utilizing voltage and current control.  
The converter is simulated and implemented in hardware testing as a 300W 
system to confirm the performance and validation of the topology and it is capable 
of supplying constant output power through different input sources with any voltage 
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1.1. The Historic and Futuristic Perspective 
The DC-DC conversion technique [1] was established in the 1920s and was 
used for simple voltage conversion, acting as a voltage divider. However, this 
technique was only able to deliver an output voltage that was lower than the input 
voltage and with minimal efficiency. Continued research aims to find equipment that 
will change the voltage level of the DC source to another higher or lower voltage 
level.  Initially, basic types of converters were used in industrial applications prior 
to the Second World War. However, research halted during the war but the 
applications were recognized. Technological developments following the war 
required low DC power supply, thus efforts were continued to develop the 
conversion techniques of DC-DC converters.  
The demand for utilizing renewable energy sources has significantly increased 
due to many environmental factors such as pollution and global warming. 
Greenhouse gas emissions and pollutants are detrimental to the environment, thus 
renewable energy sources have generated significant interest for many industrial and 
commercial applications. DC-DC converters [2] have the ability to connect 
distribution generation units such as wind turbines, solar panels, batteries, fuel cells 
and micro turbines.   
These converters can be used for several applications such as energy storage 
systems, electric vehicles (EV) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV), micro grid and 
space power systems. So the need for distributing power to a variety of consumption 
loads whose voltage levels are different motivates the development of a supply 
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structure with multiple voltages. Different topologies have been proposed to 
combine different types of renewable energy sources, reduce the cost and size of the 
converter as well as increase efficiency. Multiple-input DC-DC topologies have 
developed very quickly to improve security of supply.  
 
1.2. Motivation 
Renewable energy resources are promising key energy sources for the future 
as they are determined to be one of the most effective and efficient solutions for 
reducing human dependency on fossil fuels and improving energy development 
strategies. Development in renewable energy presents many challenges as the 
development relies heavily on power systems. Thus, significant research has been 
carried out to design new DC-DC power conversion systems [3] that utilize several 
energy sources, which can achieve increased advantages through the characteristics 
of power systems. 
New topologies have been proposed to deliver a controlled output for different 
applications. Multiple-input DC-DC converters [4] are now able to interface 
different levels of inputs and combine the advantages to supply different levels of 
outputs. Continued research looks to improve the efficiency, modularity, reliability, 
control complexity and cost effectiveness of these converters. However, no single 
topology can handle the entire list of proposed goals. Power conversion systems are 
in need of different topologies that can utilize different types of renewable energy 
sources while reducing the number of components and cost, while also maximizing 
the utilization factor and efficiency of the conversion. 
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Recent advancements in DC-DC power conversion [5] concern the effective 
renewable energy management using different converter structures with multiple-
inputs. However, development of multiple-input DC-DC converters requires an 
efficient control system, which requires the complexity of the control algorithm to 
be reduced. New topologies that manage several renewable energy sources 
effectively will be the solution to obtaining a converter structure that is capable of 
handling many of the necessary improvement goals. 
1.3. Scope of Thesis 
The focus of this thesis is utilizing various energy sources (i.e. a battery) to 
obtain a regulated output power. It is expected to use one converter for multiple 
applications and, thereby, reduce the number of switching modes and the control 
complexity.  
1.4. Objectives of Thesis 
The objective of this thesis is to use a multiple-input single-output converter 
structure to provide both load and battery with energy at the same time through 






1.5. DC-DC Converters 
DC-DC converters are used to change DC energy from one voltage level 
to another. A DC source cannot be stepped down or up unlike an AC source of 
with a transformer. Thus, a DC-DC converter is the equivalent of a transformer 
that performs the conversion with the highest possible efficiency. DC-DC 
converters have many properties that can be changed according to the structure 
of the circuit, such as: efficiency, flexibility, reliability, load transient response 
and ripple. The structure of the circuit depends on the operating conditions such 
as electrical, input and output specifications to satisfy all constraints (i .e…, cost, 
size). 

















For non-isolated converters, the input and output terminals share a common 
ground. This converter configuration is commonly used when the change in 
voltage level is low. Non-isolated converters cannot withstand high electrical 
voltages.  
Isolated Converters 
In isolated converters, the input and output terminals are electrically separate. 
This configuration is commonly used for high isolation purposes, to produce high 
quality DC sources, blocking interference and noise. 
Each category of converter [6], isolated and non-isolated, includes various 
sub-type converters that are suitable for certain applications. Some converter 
types such as the buck converter are used for stepping down voltage while the 
boost converter is used for stepping up voltage, while the buck-boost is used for 
either stepping up or down the voltage. The DC-DC converters (shown in Figure 
1.1) are utilized for an assortment of applications including storage, electric 
motor drives, instrumentation, switch mode DC power supplies, industrial 
equipment, industries, communications and so on.   
 
Fig 1.1: DC-DC converters and applications 
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DC-DC converters are power conversion circuits [7-8] were inductors, 
capacitors, frequency switching and transformers are used to reduce the 
switching noise for the regulated DC voltages. DC-DC converters depend on the 
switching mode which converts the DC voltage level by storing the input energy 
and then releases that energy at different output voltage. There are two types for 
such storage - magnetic field and/or electric field storage - and both depend on the 
utilization of various passive and active switching elements. For example, 
transformers and inductors are magnetic field components, capacitors are electric 
field components and power switches and diodes are switching elements.  
 
The converter efficiency is increased by using power FETs which are able to 
switch with lower switching losses at high frequencies and have a low on 
resistance value. The basic design of converters is to go unidrectionally from 
input to output. But, by using independent control and replacing the diodes, it 
can go bidirectionally according to the switching topology. The magnetic field 
in the inductor stores and provides energy in a specific frequency range from 300 
kHz to 10 MHz. The power delivered to the load is controlled by varying the 
duty cycle. This method can be applied to current and for having constant power. 
 
The most important requirements for DC-DC converters are: high 
efficiency, good load transient response, small output ripple and stable operation. 
Good reliability and results can be achieved through reducing the failure rates 
and the impulse noises and switching time by selecting the maximum voltage 
and current values. The selection of switching frequency for the converter will 
influence the component selections in terms of electrical/thermal characteristics, 
physical size, frequency response and power losses. For example, high switching 
frequency will reduce the size of components such as capacitors, inductors, 
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resistors and transformers. Increasing the inductance value will increase the 
direct current resistance and the loss in case of heavy load. 
The converter works in two ways: Stepping-up or stepping-down. 
Stepping-up the voltage will step-down the current and vice-versa. There is no 




⁄                                                                (1.1)                                   
The converter power flow is represented by the equation:  
Pin =  Pout +  Ploss                                                                                (1.2)                                                          
Where Pin is the input power, Pout is the output power and Ploss is the power loss 
during the converter operation. To have an efficient converter without any losses, 
Pout should be equal to Pin by using the input voltage Vin, input current Iin, output 
voltage Vout and output current Iout as per the following equation:  






⁄                            (1.3) 
Closed feedback loops are used to maintain constant output when there is 
a change in the input voltages and output currents values and they can achieve 
90% or more efficiency but the problem is complexity and noise. DC-DC 
converter circuits have their unique switching frequencies which determine the 
efficiency and that affect the circuit properties as shown in Table 1.2: 
Comparison High Efficiency Low Efficiency 
Output current at maximum efficiency Light load Heavy load 
Ripple Large Small 
Response speed Slow Fast 
 
Table 1.2: Relationships between efficiency and properties 
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1.6.  Multiple-Input DC-DC Converters 
Multiple-input (MI) DC-DC converter topologies [10] have the ability to combine 
several energy sources as shown in Figure 1.2 and consist of conventional DC-DC 
converter topologies. This combination provides some advantages according to the 
converter and the desired applications. The topology structure affects the cost and 
number of components, improves the reliability and efficiency of the overall system, 
reduces the control complexity and improves the energy management between all 
the available resources. They are categorized [11] into three groups: 
 
 Magnetic: which includes topologies that have multi-winding transformer. 
 Electrical: which consists of topologies that have DC-link and sources 
connected to the DC-link. 
 Electro-magnetic: which includes topologies that have DC-link and two-




Fig 1.2: MI DC-DC converters 
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Multiple-input DC-DC converter [12] are known by having efficient power 
conversion and each one of them has their own structure, so they have notable 
advantages such as more efficiency and flexibility, less components, lower cost and 
better monitoring on the energy management resources.  New topologies are 
proposed because of structure and characteristic benefits compared to the 
conventional converters as shown in Table 1.3. 
 
 
Comparison Conventional Multiport DC-DC Converter 
Number of power devices More Less 
Control scheme Separate control Centralized control 
Conversion stages More Less 
Complexity Structure-complex Control-complex 













Literature Review  
The increased demand for utilizing several renewable energy sources with 
different input voltage levels presents new challenges in power conversion systems. 
Research on new topologies for multi-input DC-DC converters has gained 
significant interest and has become a large area of research. New control methods 
are implemented to improve the characteristics of the converter and different energy 
sources are used for better monitoring of energy management resources. A study has 
been done on the existing topologies to address the constraints and limitations of the 
converters, while taking into consideration the industrial growth in this area. The 
application requirements to obtain a new topology that combines several advantages 
and handles various applications is also taken into consideration.  
2.1. Existing topologies 
Existing topologies must be studied to determine the important constraints and 
advantages and to analyze the converter behavior and effectiveness of the control 
system. Six of the existing topologies are discussed next to provide an overview of 
the concept, operating modes and control system algorithm. 
Multiple-input buck DC–DC converter 
This topology [13] (Figure 2.1), utilizes two input sources and a battery. It 
consists of nine switching modes to control three states depending on a single 







The three states are: 
1. Charging the battery using one of the sources or both of them. 
2. Supplying the load using one of the sources or both of them. 
3. Discharging the battery to supply the load. 
 
Benefits of the converter include smaller size, low cost, reduced mass and order 
reduction of the power conversion function. The control system of this converter 
relies on switching periods to extract more energy from the inputs by applying higher 
duty cycles for the input switches. The topology is designed for hybrid electric 
vehicle applications, as the output voltage is less than the minimum voltage and the 




Fig 2.1: MI buck DC-DC converter topology 
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Three input DC–DC boost converter  
This topology [14-15] (Figure 2.2), utilizes two input sources and a battery. 
It consists of 13 switching modes to control three different states and it depends on 
four different duty ratios to control the power switches. The states are: 
1. Supplying the load through three switching modes. 
2. Discharging the battery to supply the load through four switching modes. 
3. Charging the battery through six switching modes. 
 
 
This converter has four ports, one bidirectional port (B1) for storage element, one 
port for output load (B4) and two unidirectional ports (B2, B3) for input sources. The 
control system of this converter is relying upon decoupling network and closed-loop 
compensators to control the power flow among the input sources and the load and to 
step up the input voltages. 
The topology is designed for hybrid power system applications and different energy 
sources can be utilized such as photovoltaic (PV) source, fuel cell (FC) source and 
battery.  
Fig 2.2: Three input DC-DC boost converter topology 
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Double input SEPIC/buck converter 
This topology [16] (Figure 2.3), utilizes two input sources and consists of four 
operation modes and depends on two switches to supply the load. The topology is 
based on a buck and SEPIC converter. The converter introduces an enhancement of 





The operation modes are: 
1. Supplying the load through the second source when S1and S2 are off. 
2. Supplying the load through the second source when S1is on and S2 is off. 
3. Supplying the load through the output capacitor when S1is off and S2 is on. 




Fig 2.3: Double input SEPIC/buck converter topology 
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Multiple-input boost DC–DC converter 
This topology [17] (Figure 2.4), utilizes two input sources and consists of four 
operation modes. It depends on a sliding mode control for better dynamic response 
and to avoid the utilization of current sensors. The converter is controlled in the 




The operation modes are: 
1. Supplying the load through the two sources and the ability of commutating S1and 
S2 to deliver less energy. 
2. Supplying the load through the first source if the second source is not available. 
3. Supplying the load through the second source if the first source is not available. 
4. Supplying the load through the free wheeling diodes using the remaining energy 
if the two sources are not available. 
 
 




This topology [18] (Figure 2.5), utilizes two input sources and consists of 
three operation modes and depends on two switches to supply the load as each source 
can supply the load individually or be supplemented with the stored energy in the 






The operation modes are: 
1. Supplying the load through the first source V1 when M1 is on and M2 is off. 
2. Supplying the load through the second source V2 when M2 is on and M1 is off. 
3. Supplying the load through the output capacitor from the magnetic energy stored 
in the inductor as M1 and M2 are off.  
 
 
Fig 2.5: Buckboost-buckboost converter 
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Bridge-type multiple-input DC-DC converter 
This topology [19] (Figure 2.6), utilizes two input sources and consists of 
three operation modes and depends on three switches to supply the load as each 
source can supply the load either individually or simultaneously. The power flow of 
the two sources to the load is managed by adjusting the duty cycles of the 
semiconductor switches (S1, S2 & S3). The converter is designed for hybrid electric 




The operation modes are: 
1. Supplying the load through the first source V1 when S1 is on and  S2 and  S3 are 
off. 
2. Supplying the load through the second source V2 when S2 is on and  S1 and  S3 
are off. 
3. Supplying the load through the two sources V1 and V2 when S3 is on and  S1 and  
S2 are off. 




Multiple-input DC-DC converters provide a unique solution to combine 
several input power sources with different voltage levels or power capacity to supply 
the load.  They solved the sources connection problems of the conventional 
approaches. For the series connection of multiple sources, a control switch must be 
used for each voltage source to act as by-pass short circuit for input current of other 
supply. For the parallel connection, only one of the sources can be connected at a 
time because of the difference between the voltage amplitudes. 
The most important constraints include: (a) inability of sources to supply the 
load constantly, (b) the control system depends on various switching periods or time 
sharing concept and (c) the power among different power ports cannot be transferred 
individually. Additional important constraints also include the lack of soft switching 
capability to allow high frequency design to further shrink the converter size, the 
large number of operation modes, utilization of the converter for only one specific 
application and the limitation of the converter as it cannot charge the battery or 













Multiple-input, Single-output, Non-isolated DC-DC Converter 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the circuit operation and control of the proposed 
converter for renewable energy applications. The topology is derived by combining 
buck and boost converters to provide a fixed output power to supply the load, with 
considerations of varying input voltages depending on smart energy management 
strategies. The converter is considered a non-isolated topology, which utilizes two 
energy sources to obtain regulated output power through the use of a battery as an 
additional source. The voltage levels of the source are distinctive, for example 
photovoltaic cells provide both the load and battery with energy simultaneously, 
through efficient power management and having the advantage of utilizing a simple 
topology structure. A simple control system is used with an efficient control 
algorithm to obtain a closed-loop controller design for the converter based on 
Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers. PI controllers were used to apply accurate and 
optimal control in terms of proportional, integral and derivative values, also to 
minimize the error over time. The PI controller was selected for its feasibility and 




3.2. Circuit and Topology 
As shown in Figure 3.1, the MI DC-DC converter uses the boost and buck 
structures and it has two different DC input sources which can be renewable energy 
sources, one battery, three inductors, two capacitors, two diodes, one resistance, six 
MOSFETS. There no limitations for the duty cycle as it can be changed depending 
on the voltage variation of the input sources in any of the operation modes in both 
boost and buck stages to get the desired fixed output power. The switching sequence 




The switching sequence of the operational modes depends on specific consideration 
related to the input sources and the battery, as the maximum and minimum voltage 
values of the input sources have to be specified as well as the maximum and 
minimum values for the SOC of the battery. The circuit operation and the topology 
analysis will be discussed next.  
Fig 3.1: Multi-input, Single-output, Non-isolated DC-DC Converter  
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3.2.1. Circuit Operation Principles 
 
The switching modes of the converter are determined according to the input 
voltage and the state of charge (SOC) of the battery compared to a fixed value for 




 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 
Mode-1 ON ON OFF ON OFF ON 
Mode-2 ON OFF ON ON OFF ON 
Mode-3 ON OFF OFF OFF OFF ON 
Mode-4 OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON 
1. Load supplying using V1 and battery charging mode using V2 
2. Load supplying and battery charging mode using V1 
3. Load supplying mode using V1 
4. Load supplying and battery discharging mode 
 
 
The switching operation depends on two current sensors and one voltage sensor to 
obtain the desired duty cycle in each mode according to the input voltage and to 
operate in different modes which are: “Load supplying using V1 and battery 
charging mode using V2” or “Load supplying and battery charging mode using V1” 




Table 3.1: Switching modes of the converter 
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3.2.2.Converter Analysis  
 
The converter is designed using the basic switching converter topologies for boost 
and buck converters. The design consists of number of storage elements and 
switches which are connected in a topology such that the periodic switching actions 
of the switches control the dynamic transfer power from the input to the output to 
produce a desired DC conversion at the output.  
The boost stage provides an output voltage greater than the input voltage using a 
power MOSFET (S6) as the switching transistor and the operation is divided into 
two modes depending on the switching actions of its switching transistor as shown 
in Figure 3.2. 
 
Mode I (0 < t ≤ 𝑡on): The switching transistor is switched at t=0 and it terminates 
at t = 𝑡on and the diode is reverse biased since the voltage drop across the switching 
transistor is smaller than the output voltage. 
Fig 3.2: Boost stage  
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                                          (3.1) 
 







2                                 (3.2) 
 
The output current during this interval is supplied entirely from the output capacitor 
C, which is chosen to be large enough to supply the load current during the on time 
with a minimum specified droop in the output current. 
 
Mode II (𝑡on < t ≤ T): The switching transistor is switched off at t= 𝑡on and the 
voltage in the inductor reverses its polarity in an attempt to maintain a constant 
current as the current in the inductor cannot change instantaneously. The current that 
was flowing through the switching transistor will flow through inductor L, capacitor 
C, diode D and the load. The inductor current falls until the switching transistor is 
turned on again in the next cycle. The inductor delivers its stored energy to the 
capacitor C and charges it up through the diode to a higher voltage than the input 
voltage than the input voltage. This energy supplies the current and replenishes the 
charge drained away from the capacitor C when it alone was supplying the load 
current during the on time. 
 





                                          (3.3) 
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The parameters of the boost stage can be determined according to the selected 
input and output voltage, voltage and current ripples and the switching frequency 
fs. The parameters which are the inductor L, capacitor C and duty cycle can be 












                                                    (3.5) 
 
∆V0 = V0(Vripple)                                     (3.6)  
 










                                                   (2.9) 
 
The buck stage provides an output voltage less than the input voltage and the 
operation is divided into two modes depending on the switching actions of its 






Mode I (0 < t ≤ 𝑡on): The switching transistor is switched at t=0 and the current in 
the inductor ramps upward during this interval, knowing that the voltage across the 
inductor L is related to the rate of rise of its current. 




                                          (3.10) 
 
So the first mode is characterized by the storage of energy in the magnetic field of 
the inductor. 
 
Mode II (𝑡on < t ≤ T): The switching transistor is switched off at t= 𝑡on and the 
voltage polarity across the inductor immediately reverses trying to maintain the same 
current which had been flowing just prior to switching off of the switching transistor 
as the current in the inductor cannot change instantaneously.  
Fig 3.3: Buck stage  
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The diode conducts since it is forward biased just as the inductor voltage reverses its 
polarity and the energy stored in the inductor supplies the load.   





                                                      (3.11) 
 
The parameters of the buck stage can be determined according to the selected input 
and output voltage, voltage and current ripple and the switching frequency fs. The 
parameters which are the inductor L and duty cycle can be calculated by using the 
following equations: 
 
       𝐷 =
𝑉𝑜
𝑉𝑖𝑛
                                                      (3.12) 
 
∆𝑉0 = 𝑉0(𝑉𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒)                                      (3.13)  
 





                                               (3.15) 
 
The converter is designed to utilize two different renewable energy sources to 
make the converter more efficient for practical use for different applications, the 
two sources were considered to be implemented at different locations, so a 
parasitic inductance is added to take into account any time delays in response, as 





The distance of the source estimated to be 500 m and the inductor value can be 
calculated by determining the values of the permeability of free space 𝛍, number of 
turns 𝐍, length L and area A of the coil by using the following equation: 
 
𝐿 =  
𝜇 𝑁2 𝐴
𝐿
                                               (3.16) 
 
3.2.3. Mode Definition  
There are four different operation modes controlled according to the input voltage 
level and the state of charge of the battery to obtain a fixed output power and to 
achieve an effective energy management of all the sources implemented to the 
converter. 
 
Fig 3.4: Parasitic inductance  
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Mode I (S1, S2, S4 & S6 ∶ on): In this mode the two sources are working at the same 
time, V1 supplies energy to inductor L3 and the load and V2 supplies energy to 
inductor L2and the battery. There are two separate stages, boost stage and buck stage 
using the basic design of each one to ensure a high performance and each one 
operates with different duty cycle according to the voltage variation of input sources 




Mode II (S1, S3, S4 & S6 ∶ on): In this mode one source is working as the other source 
cannot supply enough energy (𝑉2 < 𝑉min ), 𝑉1 supplies energy to inductors 𝐿3 and 
𝐿2 , the load and the battery. The circuit combine between both boost and buck stages 
as 𝑉1is the main source as shown in Figure 3.6. 
 





Mode III (S1 & S6 ∶ on): In this mode  𝑉1 supplies energy to inductor 𝐿3 the load as 
the SOC of the battery equal the SOCmax . There is only one stage which is the boost 
stage to supply the load as the second source is terminated to maintain the battery 
life time as shown in Figure 3.7. 
 
 
Fig 3.6: Mode II: Load supplying and battery charging mode through one source 
Fig 3.7: Mode III: Load supplying mode 
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Mode IV (S5 & S6 ∶ on): In this mode the battery supplies energy to inductor 𝐿3 and 
the load as the first source cannot supply enough energy (𝑉1 < 𝑉min ). As the first 
source 𝑉1 is below the required minimum voltage value, the battery is acting as the 




3.3. Control Structure 
This section introduces the control system for the four operation modes of the 
converter. Figure 3.9 shows the control part of the topology were voltage and current 
sensors are used with the Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers and the control 
algorithm to switch between modes and to obtain the desired output power.  
 






There are three PI controllers, two for voltage control and one for current control. 
The first one is used for buck stage for charging the battery using the two sources, 
the second one is used for boost stage for suppling the load using the first source and 
third one is used for boost stage for suppling the load using the battery. PI controller 
is selected as it is the most common control algorithm, it is easy, simple to implement 
and reliable for linear systems and it involves only two separate constants: the 
proportional and the integral. 
Fig 3.9: Control scheme 
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PI controller is one of the PID controller  categories which has three 
constants  combined (Figure 3.10) and is used to control the steady-state 
and transient errors. The proportional constant determines the reaction to 
the current error, the integral constant determines the reaction based on 
the sum of recent errors and the derivative constant determines the 
reaction to the rate at which the error has been changing. Hence, the PID 
controller provides both an acceptable degree of error reduction and an 
acceptable stability and damping. 
  
 
In order to get acceptable performance, the constants Kp, Ki and Kd can be adjusted, 
this adjustment process is called tuning the controller and by tuning the three 
constants, the controller can provide control action designed for specific process 
requirements. 
The controller calculates an error value as the difference between a measured process 
variable and a desired set point and attempts to reduce the error by adjusting a 
manipulated variable (e) which is the tracking error, as shown in Figure 3.11, the 
error signal will be sent to the PID controller, and then the signal just past the 
Fig 3.10: Block diagram of the PID controller 
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controller is now equal to the proportional gain times the magnitude of the error plus 
the integral gain times the integral of the error plus the derivative gain times the 
derivative of the error where, this signal will be sent to the plant, and the new output 
will be obtained.  
 
 
Two different controllers are used, Proportional Integral (PI) controller and integral 
and Integral controller (I) which outputs a control signal that is proportional to the 
integral of the error signal.  
The PI controller is used for the current and the voltage control for the boost stage 
when the battery is the supplier. The integral control is used for the voltage control 
for the boost stage when the first source is the supplier.  
 
 
Fig 3.11: System block diagram with feedback control 
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The difference between the two controllers is the transfer function of the system. For 
the Integral controller, the closed loop transfer function of the first order system is:  




𝜏 .  𝑠 + 1 + 
𝐾𝐼
𝑠
 .  𝐾
                                             (3.17) 
Where 𝜏 is the time constant and 𝐾 is the DC Gain. 
Which leads to a plant transfer function of: 
𝐺𝑝(𝑠) =  
1
  𝑠 + 1 
                                                             (3.18) 
 
The closed loop transfer function of the first order system of the PI controller is: 




 ) .  𝐾
𝜏 .  𝑠 + 1 + ( 𝐾𝑝+ 
𝐾𝐼
𝑠
 ) .  𝐾
                               (3.19) 
 
Which leads to a plant transfer function of: 
𝐺𝑝(𝑠) =  
1
  𝑠2+ 𝑠 + 1 
                                                                (3.20) 
So the implemented controller is shown in Figure 3.12 using the following equations 






                                                (3.21) 
G(s) = GP(S). GPWM(S). GDC−DC(S)                   (3.22) 






The frequency response and Bode plots of the two voltage controllers are shown in 
Figure 3.13 and 3.14 respectively as the controllers tune the signal according to the 






Fig 3.12: DC-DC Converter Process with Closed-Loop Controller 





The frequency response and Bode plot of the current controller is shown in Figure 





Fig 3.14: Voltage control for boost stage using the battery 
Fig 3.15: Current control for buck stage using one of the two sources 
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After getting the required signal from the PI controllers, the data is implemented into 
a unique control algorithm with the minimum value of the input sources and the 
maximum and minimum value of SOC for battery to switch between the operating 
modes. The control algorithm consists of two phases, Phase 1 analyze the input data 
and Phase 2 determine the suitable operation mode. 
In Phase 1 (Figure 3.16), the control algorithm takes on the current values of the two 
input sources, the SOC of the battery and the output signals from the PI controllers 
as input data and then starts a comparison between them and the minimum values of 
the input sources and the minimum and maximum values of the SOC of the battery 





Fig 3.16: Control algorithm flow chart (1) 
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In Phase 2 (Figure 3.17), the output data is used to obtain 4 different scenarios to 
select the most suitable operation mode according to the current state of the input 
sources values and the SOC of the battery and when the data changes, it switches to 









The converter was designed for DC microgrid applications and to utilize the 
PV energy sources as input sources for the system. The converter is also capable of 
utilizing different types of renewable energy sources by considering the 
characteristics of each source and the need of implementing an AC-DC converter if 
necessary. The converter can be used also for different types of DC load applications 
according to the required output power needed.  The converter is suitable for 100 W 
to 100 kW power systems and the input sources and the battery specifications can 













Renewable energy is produced from the sources that do not deplete or 
replenished within the human’s life time and most of the energy sources are derived 
from the sun by capturing the sunlight directly using solar technologies. They are 
considered as the future of the supply systems as the energy demand is increasing 
and they are the solution to a lot critical concerns such as global warming and air 
pollution and reduction of fossil fuels. Renewable energy has unique benefits than 
the conventional as it is clean source of energy, can help developing countries from 
over reliance on fossil fuels, reliable source of energy as it depend on weather 
disruptions and they can continue to operate if one of the equipment in the system is 
damaged, low to zero maintenance required, stable energy prices, economical 
benefits and improving public health. They are commonly used because of the 
energy dependence, low carbon technologies and sustainability but there are a lot 
concerns related the best utilization method of renewable sources such as voltage 
regulation, network stability and power quality.   
4.2. PV Generation 
Photovoltaic (PV) systems [20] use solar cells to convert sunlight into 
electricity and the amount of electric power generated changes continuously with 
weather conditions. The solar cells working principle is based on the photovoltaic 
effect and generation of a potential difference at the junction of two different 
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materials in response to electromagnetic radiation. The photovoltaic effect is similar 
to the photoelectric effect, where electrons are emitted from a material that has 
absorbed light with a frequency above a material dependent threshold frequency. 
The PV generation consists of an arrays of solar or photovoltaic cells for the energy 
conversion as shown in Figure 4.1 and the advantages includes longer life, easy 




The photovoltaic system [21] depends on the solar module and it consists of many 
photovoltaic cells which are wired together by the manufacturer. The solar modules 
are wired together in series to form strings and strings of modules are connected in 
parallel to form an array. The photovoltaic system can be selected according to the 
rated power which is the maximum power the panel can produce with 1000 watts of 
sunlight at module temperature of 25 Celsius and the system voltage which usually 
provides from 235 volt to 600 volt without using batteries. It is very important to 
select the required module for system as module costs and efficiencies continue to 
Fig 4.1: PV arrays 
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change as technology and manufacturing methods improve, so module comparisons 
are made according to the current information and the specific requirements of the 
desired application. The selection of the module will depend on the rated power, 
module cost per watt as the thin film modules have lower costs than crystalline 
silicon modules and the module efficiency as higher efficiency required a smaller 
area to achieve the same output power of an array so the installation and racking 
costs will be less. 
The PV system can operates at maximum efficiency and produces maximum output 
power by implementing a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm [22] 
which is a specific point on the V-I curve of the PV array, so by tracking the MPPT 
the system will be able to extract the maximum power available from a PV module 
under different conditions. 
4.3. Modeling of the PV Module 
The simplest equivalent circuit of a solar cell is a current source in parallel 
with a diode as shown in Figure 4.2 .The output of the current source is directly 
proportional to the light absorbed by the cell and during darkness, it generates diode 
current and the diode determines the I-V characteristics of the cell. 
 
 
Fig 4.2: Circuit diagram of the PV model 
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An existing modeling of the PV module [23] can be used in the simulation 
process to validate the utilization of PV sources with the converter topology 
and to apply variable input voltage to the converter by using different 
Irradiance and temperature values as shown in Figure 4.3. The first step is 
choosing a PV module, knowing the number of cells per module and arrays 
required in series or parallel for the desired power, voltage and current. The second 
step is using numerical methods and the same model parameters and equations to 
calculate the all of the necessary parameters for obtaining the variables Voltage (V), 
Irradiation (G), and Temperature (T).  
 
 
The following equations can be used for this modelling, which include 
temperature dependence of the photocurrent IPV and the saturation current of 
the diode IO, starting with the net current of the cell which is the difference of 
the photocurrent, IPV and the normal diode current IO: 
 
Fig 4.3: PV system 
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I = Ipv − I0[e
q(v+IRs)
nKT − 1]                 (4.1) 
 
Ipv = Ipv(T1) + K0(T − T1)              (4.2) 
 
The proportionality constant in (4.3) is set so the rated short circuit current is 





                (4.3) 
 
 
The change of photo current with the change of temperature in (4.4.4) is used 
to deduce the relationship between the photo current and temperature in (4.4.2) 





                              (4.4) 















            (4.5) 
 
The value of the saturation current is calculated using the open circuit voltage 













Series resistance Rs represents the resistance inside each cell in the 














nKT1                    (4.8) 
 
All of the constants are provided by the manufacturer’s ratings of the PV array 




q Electron charge( 1.60217646 × 10−19C) 
K Boltzmann constant (1.3806503 × 10−23
J
K⁄ ) 
V Cell output voltage (V) 
Vg Band gab voltage (V) 
n Diode quality factor 
T1 Reference cell operating temperature (25 C) 
T2 Another Cell operating temperature (75 C) 
Isc Short circuit current at the standard condition (A) 
Voc Open circuit voltage at the standard condition (V) 
Nser No. of series connected modules per string 









This chapter discusses the results obtained from the modeling of the 
proposed topology using Matlab Simulink software to show the behavior of the 
converter with the considerations of varying input voltages. It also discusses the 
results obtained from the prototype hardware implementation to test the converter 
effectiveness.  
 
5.1. Simulation Results 
All modes of operation were tested with a 300W system to obtain a fixed 
output power using two input sources and a battery. The switching commands have 
a variable duty ratio at a switching frequency of 30 kHz. Simulation results were 
obtained to validate the proposed topology. The results of each mode of operation, 
behavior of the battery during the charging/discharging process, and showing the 
duty ratio according to different input voltage values are provided and The 
parameters used for this simulation are given. 
 
5.1.1. Design parameters 
The maximum value for the two input sources and the battery specifications were 
selected to obtain 300W system. The other parameters were calculated according to 



















5.2. Experimental Results  
A DC power supply, load simulator and dSPACE controller are used in the 
protoype to confirm the simulation results and topology concept. The power supply 
is 12 kW multi power supply to implement two input sources and the electronic load 
simulator was used to verify the converter efficiency with different loads and an 
external two load resistors were used for validation. Switches and silicon isolated 
gate drivers were used for the control process and to change between different modes 
with the use of external AC-DC power supply.  
The dSPACE was used to control the pulse width modulation (PWM) and switching 
process according to control algorithm. For the hardware implementation of the 
converter, two different sources were used, each is 50 V and for the first three modes, 
a 12.5 V battery was used while a 25 V battery was used for last mode. The results 
Parameter Value 
V1 50 V 
V2 50 V 
Load R1 33.33 Ω 
Switching frequency (fs) 30 kHz 
L2 555 µH 
L3 1.388 mH 
C2 10 µF 
V3 (Battery) 15 V 
Table 5.1: Simulation design parameter 
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of each mode was analyzed to get the input power, out power and efficiency of each 
stage. 
The power stage’s input port, battery port and output port are marked as shown in 
Figure 5.1. It consists of three boards, all feedback control loops compensators are 
implemented by dSPACE through soft switching and an external power supply is 
used to power up the gate drivers. A multi-input power supply of 12 kW was used 
to act as DC sources to replace the PV sources and to vary the input voltage to get 






5.2.1. Design parameters and components 
All of the components and parameters listed in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 are selected 
to compare the performance of the converter between the simulation and 
experimental results. The specifications of the MOSFETS, diodes and gate drivers 
Fig 5.1: Hardware prototype 
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listed in Table 5.3 are selected according to the maximum and minimum voltage and 




Parameter Value No. 
Inductor (L1) 555 𝜇H 1 
Inductor (L2) 555 𝜇H 1 
Inductor (L3) 1.388 mH 1 
Capacitor (C1) 0.6366 𝜇F 1 
Capacitor (C2) 10 𝜇F 1 




Component Specifications No. 
MOSFET IPW65R070C6 6 
Diode IDV20E65D1 2 
Gate Drivers Si8284-EVB 6 
 
 
All of the components were tested for a conventional boost-buck operations first 
with the same input and output powers to ensure that they will be suitable to use for 
the proposed converter. Gate drivers are selected according to the components values 
and specifications to control the switches and to change the operation modes 





Table 5.3: Hardware Components 
Table 5.2: Hardware parameters  
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5.3. Results of Each Mode  
1) Load supplying and battery charging (Vin1 & Vin2): 
Two sources were used to supply the load and to charge the battery at the same time, 
fixed output was obtained through the output voltage and current, achieving 300W 
as required. Figure 5.2 shows the simulation results of the output behavior of the 





Fig 5.2: Simulation results during the first mode (load) 
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Figure 5.3 shows the experimental results of the output behavior of the load during 
the boost stage, and it is typical of the simulation results of the first mode. A DC 
voltage source Vin=50V is used. From top to bottom are the waveforms of output 
voltage Vo, output current Io and switching commands S6 and S1. The switching 




Figure 5.4 shows the dynamic response of the converter for the first mode with the 
output behavior of the load and how the controller tune the signal with a fixed 
settling time (84 ms) according to the variation of the input voltage level: 
1) V1 = 50 V 
2) V1 = 37 V 
3) V1 = 25 V 
4) V1 = 43 V 





Figure 5.5 shows the simulation results of the output behavior of the battery during 
the charging process in the buck stage. A DC voltage source V2= 32 V is used. 
 





Figure 5.6 shows the experimental results of the output behavior of the battery during 
the buck stage, and it is typical of the simulation results of the first mode. A DC 
voltage source Vin=50V and a 12.5 V battery are used. From top to bottom are the 
waveforms of output voltage Vo, output current Io and switching commands S2 and 
S4. The switching commands S2 and S4 have duty ratios of 1 and 0.25 at switching 










Figure 5.7 shows the dynamic response of the converter for the first mode with the 
output behavior of the battery according to the variation of the input voltage level: 
1) V2 = 47 V 
2) V2 = 31 V 
3) V2 = 50 V 
4) V2 = 28 V 
 
 





2) Load supplying and battery charging (Vin1): 
One source was used to supply both load and battery at the same time as the other 
source failed to work. The mode works successfully in the boost and buck stages 
using one source, maintaining the same output power (300W). Figure 5.8 shows the 
simulation results of the output behavior of the load during the boost stage. A DC 
voltage source V1= 50 V is used. 
 






Figure 5.9 shows the experimental results of the output behavior of the load during 
the boost stage, and it is typical of the simulation results of the second mode. A DC 
voltage source Vin= 40 V is used. From top to bottom are the waveforms of output 
voltage Vo, output current Io and switching commands S6 and S1. The switching 
commands S6 and S1 have duty ratios of 0.6 and 1 at switching frequency of 30 kHz 
respectively. 
 






Figure 5.10 shows the dynamic response of the converter for the second mode with 
the output behavior of the load and how the controller tune the signal with a fixed 
settling time (84 ms) according to the variation of the input voltage level: 
1) V1 = 50 V 
2) V1 = 41 V 
3) V1 = 34 V 









Figure 5.11 shows the simulation results of the output behavior of the battery during 
the charging process in the buck stage. A DC voltage source V1= 50 V is used. 
 






Figure 5.12 shows the experimental results of the output behavior of the battery 
during the buck stage, and it is typical of the simulation results of the second mode. 
A DC voltage source Vin= 35V and a 12.5 V battery are used. From top to bottom 
are the waveforms of output voltage Vo, output current Io and switching commands 
S1, S3 and S4. The switching commands S1, S3 and S4 have duty ratios of 1, 1 and 









Figure 5.13 shows the dynamic response of the converter for the second mode with 
the output behavior of the battery and how the controller tune the signal with a fixed 
settling time (84 ms) according to the variation of the input voltage level: 
1) V1 = 50 V 
2) V1 = 41 V 
3) V1 = 34 V 
4) V1 = 25 V 





3) Load supplying (Vin1): 
As the SOC of the battery reaches 90%, the first source V1 started to supply the load 
through the boost stage and cutting the second source from suppling the battery to 
increase the battery life time. Figure 5.14 shows the simulation results of the output 
behavior of the load during the boost stage. A DC voltage sources V1= 50 V and V2= 
50 V are used. 
 






Figure 5.15 shows the experimental results of the output behavior of the load during 
the boost stage, and it is typical of the simulation results of the third mode. A DC 
voltage source Vin= 30 V is used. From top to bottom are the waveforms of output 
voltage Vo, output current Io and switching commands S6 and S1. The switching 
commands S6 and S1 have duty ratios of 0.7 and 1 at switching frequency of 30 KHz 
respectively. 






Figure 5.16 shows the dynamic response of the converter for the second mode with 
the output behavior of the load and how the controller tune the signal with a fixed 
settling time (84 ms) according to the variation of the input voltage level: 
1) V1 = 50 V 
2) V1 = 43 V 
3) V1 = 25 V 










Figure 5.17 shows the simulation results of the output behavior of the battery when 
the SOC of battery reaches 90 %. DC voltage sources V1= 50 V and V2= 50 V are 
used. 





4) Load supplying and battery discharging: 
As both of the two sources failed to operate, the battery started to supply the load 
ensuring that the discharging process will stop at 20% and with very low voltage 
compare to the other modes and with fixed input voltage, showing the required 
output power, knowing that during this process if the first source V1 was able to 
operate again the output power will remain the same. Figure 5.18 shows the 
simulation results of the output behavior of the load during the boost stage. A battery 
module was selected as a DC source V3= 15 V is used. 
 
 






Figure 5.19 shows the experimental results of the output behavior of the load during 
the boost stage, and it is typical of the simulation results of the fourth mode. A 25 V 
battery is used to compare the output power value with the first three modes and to 
show the stability of the converter. From top to bottom are the waveforms of output 
voltage Vo, output current Io and switching commands S5 and S6. The switching 










Figure 5.20 shows the simulation results of the output behavior of the battery during 
the discharging process to supply the load. A battery module was selected as a DC 











This chapter outlines all the parameters values, all the test equipment, the 
behavior of the converter in each mode, the test procedures with the relating mode 
conditions and shows the capability of the converter of supplying constant output 
power through different input sources with different voltage variation.  
The duty ratio is changed according to the input voltage as shown in Figure 5.21 to 
obtain the desired output power. The converter is operating in all four modes, 
showing high efficiency and performance and the energy produced from the sources 
can be charged in the battery as well as discharging the battery to supply the load. 






Different testing procedures are done to get the efficiency of each mode and the 
overall performance of the converter. Table 5.4 shows the converter performance 




Operation Stage Input power Output power Power loss Efficiency 
Mode 1 Boost 285 W 261.52 W 23.48 W 91.76 % 
Mode 1 Buck 280 W 255.84 W 24.16 W 91.3 % 
Mode 2 Boost 275 W 247.77 W 27.23 W 90 % 
Mode 2 Buck 275 W 247.84 W 27.16 W 90.13 % 
Mode 3 Boost 285 W 262.08 W 22.92 W 91.95 % 
Mode 4 Boost 287.5 W 263.57 W 23.93 W 91.6 % 
 
Figure 5.22 to Figure 5.24 show the efficiency of the converter with the variation of 
the input voltage in the first three modes. The converter was tested using the different 
input voltage levels starting from the maximum value to the minimum value.  
 
Fig 5.21: Duty cycle with input voltage variation 
Boost Stage Buck Stage 










Fig 5.22: Efficiency for Mode I 


























Conclusion and Future Work 
This thesis proposed a novel structure of multi-input converter for effective 
renewable energy management, capable of supplying constant output power through 
different input sources with any voltage variation. Chapter 1 of this thesis provided 
an introduction on all aspects of DC-DC converters as well as multiple-input DC-
DC converters topologies and characteristics. New topologies are introduced to 
utilize the renewable energy sources and to offer a better solution and structure for 
different application.  
 
A literature review was done in chapter 2 on some of the existing multiple-input 
topologies and for the new purposed topologies to make multiple-input converters 
and their control schemes more efficient and cost effective for integration 
of renewable energy sources and other applications. The chapter outlines the 
constraints and challenges to design new topologies. 
Chapter 3 discussed the design, operation modes and the control system of the 
proposed multiple-input converter and the applications for this novel topology. 
 
Chapter 4 provides the background of PV systems, showing the basic structure of 
the circuit and modules and how it was implemented for the simulation tests. PV 
systems are selected as they are considered as future energy sources due to their 
sustainability and environmental friendliness. These sources offer an alternative 
energy solution to reduce the carbon emissions and have a lot of benefits such as 




In chapter 5 the DC sources were implemented as input sources with the converter 
and all of the parameters were outlined. The simulation procedure of each mode is 
explained in details, showing the validation and the performance of the converter 
and the capability of charging the battery and supplying the load at the same time. 
The results show a high performance and all of the operating modes have been 
investigated, showing that the topological structure provides an effective renewable 
energy management. Testing procedures, all of the parameters and the hardware 
implementation of the converter are outlined. The testing procedure of each mode is 
explained in details. All of the experimental results are similar to the simulation 
results which validate the performance of the topology. 
 
6.1. Contribution 
 The DC-DC converters and the purpose and advantages of the multi-input 
converters was studied in the first chapter. The multiple-input converters play 
avital role to reduce the energy consumption and to improve our energy security 
as it can be utilized for a lot of assorted applications and can be implemented for 
the renewable energy applications. 
 The advantages and the disadvantages of the various topologies are studied to 
address the main constraints and introduce an efficient converter focusing on 
improving the efficiency, size and the cost of the multi input converter and to 
introduce an effective energy management method of the renewable energy 
sources. 
 A novel multiple-input DC-DC converter was designed to provide a fixed output 
power with an effective energy management of renewable sources and to 
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introduce a simpler control algorithm for this converter as it was designed for 
implementation for different applications standards. 
 The converter was simulated for validation with a list of all of the components 
values and dynamic response of the converter regarding the change of the input 
voltage levels and to determine the efficiency of each mode and to observe the 
output behavior of the load and charging and discharging state of the battery. 
The capability of the converter was tested to supply the load for longer time and 
to address the advantages of the compact structure of the design. 
 
 A prototype was built with the testing procedure, equipment, and components to 
confirm the behavior of the converter and its control system. According to the 
output behavior of the converter, it can be used for different applications and has 
a high efficiency because of the control algorithm and the compact structure of 
the design. The topology is used for efficient renewable energy management and 
it can be improved to introduce more benefits for the industrial area. 
 
6.2. Future Work 
 The topology was tested only with DC loads to experimentally verify of the 
design and the overall efficiency of the converter. A DC-AC inverter for grid 
application can be added to improve the utilization of the renewable energy 
sources and to keep the continuous improvement in the industrial areas and to 
solve the load demand problem as the infirm nature of the clean energy power 







 Using planar magnetics for inductors for their advantages:  
1. Significantly reduced height. 
2. Greater surface area, resulting in improved heat dissipation capability. 
3. Greater magnetic cross-section area, enabling fewer turns. 
4. Lower leakage inductance resulting from fewer turns and interleaved windings. 
5. Excellent reproducibility, enabled by winding structure. 
 
 A fast charging method for the battery such as the constant-current charging 
method  and the constant-voltage charging method can be used for better SOC 
state results to extend the lifetime of the battery and to improve the effectiveness 
of the charging and discharging techniques. Other alternatives can be used such 
as energy storage unit and capacitors to improve the SOC characteristics.  
 
 The topology can be modified through two phases: 
 
1.  Phase 1 can be designed to get better efficiency, control system and structure by 
reducing the number of components and implementing an optimized control 
algorithm.    
2. Phase 2 can be designed to have more than two renewable energy sources and to 
be utilized for different application at the same time depending on the renewable 
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